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WHO WE ARE…

Susan Haselhoff

•Lead Parent Educator for Berrien RESA 
Parents as Teachers 

•Home visiting for the past 12 years

•Started the coaching journey 4 years 
ago

Kerenda Applebey

•Director of Early Childhood Education at 
Berrien RESA

•Starting in home visiting field in 1995

•Last 18 years have been a program 
coordinator/supervisor



TODAY’S AGENDA

•What is coaching

•Why are coaching strategies important to use in parent engagement

•What do coaching strategies look like in real practice

•Possible road blocks

•Ideas for further exploring this topic

•Questions



WHERE ARE YOU IN YOUR COACHING JOURNEY?

1. I have heard the terms but I have little knowledge beyond that.

2. I think I understand the idea, but I have doubts about how it could work in my 
position.

3. I think it is a good idea, but I don’t know where to start.

4. I am implementing some coaching strategies in my home visiting.

5. I have implemented coaching strategies fully in my home visiting.



WHAT IS COACHING



WHAT IS COACHING

•It is building on strengths of family
• Not telling them- find out what they already know & build off that

•Its asking lots of questions
• Not assuming things

•It is a partnership between the home visitor and the parent
• I am an expert in child development but YOU are the expert of your child



COACHING ANALOGIES

Football Coach & Quarterback Learning to dance



WHY SHOULD WE USE COACHING 
STRATEGIES WITH FAMILIES?



WHY COACHING WORKS

•It is more impactful with families

•Doesn’t require home visitor to be the “keeper of the knowledge”

•Doesn’t put home visitor in the “fix-it” role

•It empowers parents to have more input & take a lead role
• They have control in their child’s education
• They are the advocate for their child
• Helps them find & keep their voice

•Research shows this is what works
• It increases the likelihood that the “interventions” are happening when the home visitor is not there



WHAT DOES COACHING LOOK LIKE



LET’S THINK OF A VISIT IN SECTIONS

•Opening

•Parent Child Interaction

•Problem-Solving/Parenting Issues

•Closing



OPENING

• Greetings

• Follow up on last visit- what was 
family going to work on since 
last visit

• Review “agenda” for today’s 
visit

• Ask if parent has anything to 
add to agenda



PARENT-CHILD 
INTERACTION

• Introduce activity to parent

• What is the purpose of 
activity/intervention

• Ask if there are any questions

• Hand it over directly to parent

• Strengthen interaction by noting positive 
interactions

• After interaction ask questions to help 
parents figure out how to do this in daily 
routine



PROBLEM-SOLVING & 
PARENTING TOPICS

• Parenting Topics
• Set the stage for topic

• Find out what parent already knows

• Share information on topic

• Ask open-ended questions on topic

• Problem-Solving
• Show empathy

• Ask if they want help with that

• Frame the issue

• What have you tried

• Brainstorm

• Make plan



CLOSING

• Recap what happened on the visit

• Ask parent how they felt the visit went

• Talk about what parent will do & what you 
will do before next visit

• Ask if there are any questions

• Set up next visit



CHECKING IN- QUESTIONS?



ROAD BLOCKS TO PARENT 
ENGAGEMENT

• Parent Road Blocks
• View home visitor as the “teacher” 
• Struggles to stay engaged- leaves 

room/phone calls
• Parent confidence is low & gives up-

wanting you to do activity
• Feel they need nice toys to do activities

• Environmental Road Blocks
• Multiple families or children at visit

• TV or media distractions 

• Have played role of teacher in previous visits



HOW DO WE GET PAST ROADBLOCKS?

•Use football or dancing analogy to explain

•Wait till parent is ready to start visit- even if child wants to get in bag

•Model activity if parent is struggling- with doll or with parent acting as child

•Include everyone there in the visit

•Try saying things like- “I wonder what he would do if you try…”

•WHAT THINGS HAVE YOU TRIED ON VISITS TO HELP GET PAST THESE 
ROADBLOCKS?



SIGNS COACHING IS WORKING

•Parent-Child Interaction happens during most of the visit

•Child turns to parent when you arrive- expecting to have fun together

•You are making positive comments on parent-child interactions you observe

•Child is physically closer to the parent than the home visitor during the visit

•Parents will say things like “We love when you come!” or “We have such fun doing these things 
together.”

•Parent will come with ideas or topics for the visit’s agenda



WHERE DO I START?

•Start fresh with new families- in explanation of service & practice
•Try out open-ended questions with families (see handout)
•Promote development/parenting in daily routine context-
diapering/bathing (connect skill to daily routine they already do!)
•Pick a part of the visit and try a strategy for that area or pick a 
strategy for each part of visit to try
• Journal or reflect with peer on how this works

•Join with other staff
• Professional Learning Communities or book study 
• Videotape a home visit- watch in supervision or with a peer & discuss possible way to use 

coaching to increase parent engagement 



QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

What did you find most valuable form today’s 
presentation?

What would you like to know more about?
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